The Druze unit
The information available about the recruitment of Druze into the IDF is scant because a great deal of the archival material relating to the Druze unit (or the Unit of the Minorities as it came to be called) remains classified. It is still a sensitive topic since today nearly all Druze serve in the IDF, a service which, more than any other factor, distinguishes them from other Israeli Arab communities, both in Arab and in Jewish eyes.
1
The origins of Druze participation in the IDF can be traced to the agreements, discussed previously, between Shai agents and Shakib Wahab and his officers after the battle of Ramat Yohanan. At that meeting, in Kiryat Amal on 20 April 1948, the Druze officers proposed that anyone from their battalion who wanted, be absorbed into the Carmeli Brigade. Moshe Dayan, who with Geura Zayd represented the Israeli side, was reluctant. As far as Dayan was concerned, it was still early days in the growing relationship between the Druze and Yishuv. His own brother had been killed only a few days earlier at Ramat Yohanan by the very men who were now volunteering to join him. The decision whether or not to recruit the Druze was postponed by the Israelis, but the important thing is that the idea had been mooted for the first time. Isma'il Qabalan and Khalil Bashir Quntar, both present at that meeting, served six months later in the Druze company that participated in Operation Hiram, the final Israeli conquest of the Galilee. The recruitment of Druze into the army began during the first truce, in late June and early July, when the first recruits were brought for training to Lod, near the airstrip. The first Druze unit comprised two platoons, one consisting of officers and troops from Shakib Wahab's old battalion, and under the command of Assaf Katz. The other was made up of about thirty volunteers from 'Isfiya and Daliyat al-Karmal whom Geura Zayd, with the help of Mordecai Shakhevitch, Salih Khanayfis and Labib Abu Rukn, had recruited in the previous few weeks. In the early stages these two platoons officially constituted a unit attached to Battalion 89, then under the command of Yitzhak Sadeh, although later they were reassigned to Unit 300 which was commanded by Tuvia Lishansky.
The two platoons were very different in nature. The platoon made up of veterans of the Druze battalion of the ALA, mainly from the Jabal, was more professional. Nearly all these men had fought in the battle for Ramat Yohanan, many of them having served previously under Shakib. In contrast, the men from the Carmel who constituted the majority of the other platoon were villagers with little or no military training. Their differing backgrounds apparently caused tension between the two Druze platoons during training. In a later interview Assaf Katz stated that the Druze officers from the Jabal were uncomfortable being trained with 'these shepherds and peasants', referring to the villagers from 'Isfiya and Daliya.
